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"Options writing made simple for the layman."
    —James Altucher, author of Trade Like a Hedge Fund    

"One of the clearest explanations of how to use options as they were originally intended: as a component of an overall strategy in conjunction with other positions."
    —Robert V. Green, Investment Strategist, Briefing.com    

"Wolfinger combines the versatility of options and the benefits of diversified exchanged traded funds to present an amazing new form of low-risk, enhanced return investing. Whether you are new to options and ETFs or a long-time trader, the book details a straightforward, simple-to-follow method of creating a hedged portfolio in any market condition with significant returns."
    —Philip Budwick, coauthor of The Option Trader Handbook: Strategies and Trade Adjustments    

Innovative techniques for combining two popular trading tools—option writing and ETFs—into one practical and profitable investment strategy    

To provide their clients with consistently better-than-average returns, successful hedge fund managers can choose from an impressive array of investment vehicles. Create Your Own Hedge Fund reveals how to combine two of these tools, option writing and exchange traded funds (ETFs), into a powerful technique that will provide the benefits of a hedge fund—managed risk exposure and better-than-average returns—without the six-figure initial investment requirements.    

Detailing every aspect of this solid and straightforward procedure, veteran market maker and trader Mark Wolfinger explains:    

	The superiority of ETFs over traditional mutual funds    
	Two options strategies designed to generate cash flow—covered call writing and uncovered put writing    
	How the two investments work in concert to provide excellent returns in bull markets while reducing bear market losses    


On their own, options and ETFs are among today's most popular investment choices. Create Your Own Hedge Fund details a strategy for combining the two into a powerful investment approach that reduces risk while enhancing returns, and is suitable for knowledgeable investors of all types and temperaments.     

       About the Author


   Mark D. Wolfinger has been in the options business since 1977, starting as a market maker on the trading floor of the Chicago Board Options Exchange. He also worked for trading companies as an off-floor trader, trainer of newly hired traders, and risk manager. For the past four years, Mark has served as an educator of public investors, showing them how to intelligently and conservatively use stock options.  This is his second book on options.       
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Computer-Based Analysis of the Stochastic Stability of Mechanical Structures Driven by White and Colored Noise (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2019

	
		This book provides a concise introduction to the behavior of mechanical structures and testing their stochastic stability under the influence of noise. It explains the physical effects of noise and in particular the concept of Gaussian white noise. In closing, the book explains how to model the effects of noise on mechanical...
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Java For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	The top-selling beginning Java book is now fully updated!


	As an unstoppably platform-independent, object-oriented programming language, Java is used for developing web and mobile applications. In this up-to-date bestselling book, veteran author Barry Burd shows you how to create basic Java objects and clearly explains when...
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Handbook of Integral Equations, Second Edition (Handbooks of Mathematical Equations)CRC Press, 2008
Handbook of Integral Equations, Second Edition, a unique reference for engineers and scientists, contains over 2,500 integral equationswith solutions, aswell as analytical and numerical methods for solving linear and nonlinear equations. It considersVolterra,Fredholm,Wiener–Hopf,Hammerstein,  Urysohn, and other equations,which arise...
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Computer Architecture Techniques for Power-Efficiency (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Architecture)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
In the last few years, power dissipation has become an important design constraint, on par with performance, in the design of new computer systems. Whereas in the past, the primary job of the computer architect was to translate improvements in operating frequency and transistor count into performance, now power efficiency must be taken into account...
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Adobe Creative Suite 4 Design Premium Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Full-color book and instructional DVD form a complete training package for Adobe CS4 Design Premium
    Written by a team of Adobe certified instructors, this complete training package helps you learn to use the market-leading design and development suite at your own speed. The book includes 26 lessons that let you discover...
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Berlusconi ‘The Diplomat’: Populism and Foreign Policy in ItalyPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book analyses the foreign policy of Silvio Berlusconi, Italian media tycoon and politician who served as Prime Minister of Italy in four governments. The authors examine the Italian position in the international arena and its foreign policy tradition, as well as Berlusconi’s general political stance, Berlusconi’s...
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